Our Blue Jay community can’t wait to welcome you to the nest, so we’re excited to announce...

**HOP ON-BOARD**

Over the next several months, our comprehensive hybrid onboarding program, Hop On-Board, will help prepare you for life as a Blue Jay. Here are just a few of the things you can look forward to:

**Faculty Access**
Hopkins is home to the best and brightest. HOP On-Board offers you a peek into our vibrant academic culture.

**Social Connections**
Guided by a First-Year Mentor (upperclass student peer mentors), you’ll build strong connections with your classmates and the Hopkins community at large while learning about the shared values of our Blue Jay community.

**Resources & Information**
There’s a lot to learn as you transition to Hopkins. But don’t worry—we’re here to help. Through email, resource guides, Blackboard, and more, we’ll ensure you have the knowledge you need to successfully navigate Hopkins.

*The video linked above was produced prior to the inception of COVID-19 public health guidelines and practices.*